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Abstract While several studies have investigated interactions between the electroencephalography (EEG) and
functional magnetic resonance imaging BOLD signal
fluctuations, less is known about the associations between
EEG oscillations and baseline brain haemodynamics, and
few studies have examined the link between EEG power
outside the alpha band and baseline perfusion. Here we
compare whole-brain arterial spin labelling perfusion MRI
and EEG in a group of healthy adults (n = 16, ten females,
median age: 27 years, range 21–48) during an eyes closed
rest condition. Correlations emerged between perfusion

and global average EEG power in low (delta: 2–4 Hz and
theta: 4–7 Hz), middle (alpha: 8–13 Hz), and high (beta:
13–30 Hz and gamma: 30–45 Hz) frequency bands in both
cortical and sub-cortical regions. The correlations were
predominately positive in middle and high-frequency
bands, and negative in delta. In addition, central alpha
frequency positively correlated with perfusion in a network
of brain regions associated with the modulation of attention
and preparedness for external input, and central theta frequency correlated negatively with a widespread network of
cortical regions. These results indicate that the coupling
between average EEG power/frequency and local cerebral
blood flow varies in a frequency specific manner. Our
results are consistent with longstanding concepts that
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decreasing EEG frequencies which in general map onto
decreasing levels of activation.
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ASL
Arterial spin labeling
BA
Brodmann area
BOLD Blood oxygenation level dependent
EEG
Electroencephalogram
FDG
Fluoro-deoxyglucose
FWE
Family-wise error
fMRI
Functional magnetic resonance imaging
ICA
Independent component analysis
MEG
Magnetoencephalography
MNI
Montreal neurological institute
MRT
Magnetic resonance tomography

Introduction
Physiological brain processes can be investigated by a wide
array of neuroimaging tools, such as functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography
(PET), scalp surface electroencephalography (EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and arterial spin labelling
(ASL) perfusion MRI. These techniques provide interrelated but complementary physiological information, as the
fMRI BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) signal reflects
relative changes in the blood oxygenation level (Ogawa
et al. 1993; Buxton et al. 2004; Brown et al. 2007), while
ASL and PET provide absolute and reproducible values of
brain haemodynamics and metabolism (Bartlett et al. 1988;
Jahng et al. 2005), and EEG and MEG describe neural
activity in absolute terms such as power of electromagnetic
oscillations in specific frequency bands (Niedermeyer and
Silva 2005; Buzsaki 2006). Because the cellular mechanism underlying EEG (MEG) signals requires the metabolism of glucose and an abundant supply of oxygen, the
measured EEG signal is assumed to be closely related to
the underlying spatio-temporal pattern of metabolism in the
normal human brain (Ingvar et al. 1976; Nagata 1988;
Oakes et al. 2004).
Several studies have investigated interactions between
the EEG and fMRI BOLD signal fluctuations during resting
states (Goldman et al. 2002; Moosmann et al. 2003; Laufs
et al. 2003a, b, 2006; Feige et al. 2005; Goncalves et al.
2006; De Munck et al. 2007, 2008; Ben-Simon et al. 2008;
Ritter et al. 2009; Jann et al. 2009; Scheeringa et al. 2011),
visuo-auditory stimulation (Eichele et al. 2005;
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Muthukumaraswamy et al. 2009; Mayhew et al. 2010),
development (Lüchinger et al. 2011, 2012), and cognition
(Meltzer et al. 2007, 2009; Sammer et al. 2007; Scheeringa
et al. 2009; Michels et al. 2010, 2012). One general
observation is that trial-by-trial fluctuations of EEG power
of theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–13 Hz) oscillations are
negatively coupled to the BOLD signal. For higher frequencies, such as beta (13–30 Hz) and gamma ([30 Hz),
several studies in humans reported positive as well as
negative correlations to the BOLD signal (Laufs et al.
2003b; Ritter et al. 2009; Michels et al. 2010; Scheeringa
et al. 2011). Nevertheless, interpretations of fMRI BOLD
experiments are typically based on the relative differences
in oxygenation associated with fluctuations in neuronal
activity, without taking into account the neuronal activity
and high energy consumption during the baseline state.
This approach is only sensitive to relative increases or
decreases in signal, and does not account for the absolute
signal level. For cognitive tasks it has been reported that
the incremental differences in energy observed between
task and baseline are small compared to the larger total
baseline energy (Ogawa et al. 1993; Hoge and Pike 2001;
Kida et al. 2006). This high baseline energy metabolism
maintains the subject in a state in which it is possible to
respond to external stimuli (Alkire 2008). Importantly,
previous studies have demonstrated prominent mnemonic
activity during this resting-state (Binder et al. 1999),
together with a considerable overlap of brain regions
exhibiting high activity during rest (Fox and Raichle 2007)
and activation during mnemonic tasks (Buckner 2004;
Kuhl et al. 2007). Hence, an understanding of the physiological features of the high baseline energy seems to be
prerequisite to understanding and interpreting the small
energy increments evoked by a task. Further, previous
work suggests that the regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF)
signal may be more localized to the underlying neuronal
activity than BOLD signal recordings (Duong et al. 2001;
Liu et al. 2011). In addition, MRI-perfusion measurements
have been shown to demonstrate decreased inter-subject
and session variability compared to the BOLD, possibly
reflecting a more direct link to neural activity (Aguirre
et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2003; Tjandra et al. 2005). Nevertheless, few studies have investigated associations
between EEG oscillations and quantitative markers of
baseline brain haemodynamics or metabolism. For example, some studies have investigated the relationship
between EEG power variations and baseline human rCBF
(Sadato et al. 1998) or cerebral glucose metabolism (GluM)
by PET (Larson et al. 1998; Lindgren et al. 1999; Dierks
et al. 2000; Danos et al. 2001; Jelic et al. 2002; Oakes et al.
2004; Alper et al. 2006). Most of these studies have
focused on the magnitude of alpha oscillations, and
reported positive GluM-alpha power coupling, although
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some studies reported inverse correlations between GluM
and EEG power (Larson et al. 1998).
There is evidence that frequency and power are closely
interrelated measures (Klimesch 1999), for instance, when
it comes to capturing the spectral shifts from slower to
faster frequencies with maturation (Lüchinger et al. 2011,
2012), or with increasing vigilance and activation within
and across bands (Buzsaki 2006). A recent study investigating simultaneous resting EEG and ASL found a positive
correlation between individuals’ central alpha frequency
and rCBF, in a network of brain regions associated with the
modulation of attention and preparedness for external input
(Jann et al. 2010), indicating that not only power but also
individuals’ central frequency is linked to haemodynamics.
However, only few studies have addressed the question of
how EEG power and central frequency outside the alpha
band are related to baseline metabolic or hemodynamic
differences. These studies reported a positive interaction
between the index of GluM and beta band (and alpha)
power (Dierks et al. 2000) or bidirectional interactions of
frequency band power and GluM in healthy subjects (Oakes et al. 2004; Alper et al. 2006). Addressing power
fluctuations not only in lower but also in higher frequency
bands is important to improve our understanding of physiological brain processes at a broader level, since variations
within these frequency bands have been linked to learning
(Gruber et al. 2001; Axmacher et al. 2006), memory
(Raghavachari et al. 2001; Jensen et al. 2002; Jokisch and
Jensen 2007; Tuladhar et al. 2007; Montez et al. 2009),
attention (Kranczioch et al. 2006), motor imagination (De
Lange et al. 2008), and motor planning (Van der Werf et al.
2008).
In this study we examine the coupling between eyesclosed resting EEG power and central frequency and resting cerebral perfusion using ASL in healthy adults. Based
on the existing literature from EEG-fMRI and EEG-ASL
resting state studies we hypothesised that low (delta/theta:
1–7 Hz) frequency band power would be predominantly
negatively correlated to perfusion, while middle and high
frequency band power (alpha/beta/gamma: 8–45 Hz)
would be predominantly positively correlated with perfusion. We additionally tried to replicate the previously
reported positive coupling between alpha peak frequency
and regional perfusion (Jann et al. 2010).

Materials and Methods
Subjects
The subject group consisted of 16 healthy volunteers (ten
females, median age: 27 years, range 21–48) with no history of neurological or psychiatric illness, illegal substance
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abuse or use of psychotropic medication. All subjects
refrained from caffeine, alcohol, and nicotine for at least
6 hours before the experiment.
EEG-Data Acquisition
The EEG was recorded outside the MRI scanner using two
BrainAmp amplifiers (Brain Products, Munich, Germany)
connected to the EEG monitor via optical fibres. The EEG
was recorded in DC mode at a resolution of 0.1 lV, with a
250 Hz low-pass filter. A 2.5 min eyes-closed resting-state
EEG recording was acquired. Data were sampled at
5,000 Hz with a 3.3 mV input range, and off-line re-sampled to 500 Hz. EEG was recorded from sixty scalp electrode locations. All electrode positions of the 10–20 system
plus the following 10–10 system sites were used: Fpz, AFz,
FCz, CPz, POz, Oz, Iz, F5/6, FC1/2/3/4/5/6, FT7/8/9/10,
C1/2/5/6, CP1/2/3/4/5/6, TP7/8/9/10, P5/6, PO1/2/910,
OI1/2. O1/2 and Fp1/2 were placed 2 cm laterally from the
standard positions for more even coverage (Halder et al.
2005; Maurer et al. 2007; Brem et al. 2010). F1 served as
the recording reference, and F2 served as the ground
electrode. Two additional electrodes were placed below the
outer canthus of each eye and two further electrodes were
positioned adjacent to the sternum and on the left chest
close to the heart, to record the electrocardiogram. Electrode impedances were kept below 30 kX.
MRI-Data Acquisition
MR imaging studies were performed with a 3.0 T GE
HD.xt whole-body MRI scanner (GE Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WI, USA), using an 8-channel receive-only
head coil and a body transmit coil. Cerebral perfusion
images were collected during a 5 min eyes-closed resting
condition with a background-suppressed, pulsed continuous arterial spin labelling (pCASL) sequence, using a 3D
stack of spirals fast spin echo readout (Dai et al. 2008).
Thirty-two axial slices were collected with a repetition time
(TR) of 5.5 s and an echo time (TE) of 25 ms, a slice
thickness (ST) of 4 mm, a field of view (FOV) of 24 cm, 3
Nex, and a nominal in-plane resolution of 1.9 9 1.9 mm2.
A post-labelling delay of 1.5 s was used to reduce errors
from transit time effects (Alsop and Detre 1996). Participants were instructed to keep their eyes closed during
acquisition of the perfusion images. Structural images were
obtained with a 3D T1-weighted gradient echo pulse
sequence (number of slices = 172, ST = 2.0 mm,
TR = 9.988 ms, TE = 2.916 ms, FOV = 240 mm 9
240 mm, flip angle = 20°, matrix = 256 9 192, reconstructed voxel resolution: 0.8 9 0.8 9 1.2 mm). The head
was immobilized using foam pads and participants were
provided with earplugs. The EEG and ASL perfusion
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measurements were performed consecutively in the same
measurement session, with an intervening time gap of
approximately 30 min.
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(4–7 Hz), alpha (8–13 Hz), beta (13–30 Hz), and gamma
(30–45 Hz) bands.
MRI Preprocessing

Data Analysis
EEG Preprocessing
EEG data were processed offline using the Brain Vision
Analyzer software (version 1.05, Brain Products, Munich,
Germany) and the Neurophysiological Biomarker Toolbox
(http://www.nbtwiki.net/). ECG channels were discarded
from further analysis. Major transient artifacts such as large
muscle or motion artifacts (typical duration: 2.5 s, range
0.4–32.6 s) were removed from the EEG before ICA. Data
was digitally high-pass filtered for ICA cleaning (0.5 Hz,
finite impulse response filter, 4 s Hanning window), and
rank reduced using PCA to cover 97.5 % of the explained
variance. An extended ICA (Delorme and Makeig 2004)
was calculated to decompose the measured signal into EEG
and artefact components (Jung et al. 2000a, b). Components clearly assigned to either eye blink or muscle artefacts were excluded from the back projection. The EEG
was then transformed to the average reference (Lehmann
and Skrandies 1980). The power spectral density was
estimated using Bartlett’s method, whereby the EEG signal
was segmented into windows of 512 points and convolved
with a Hamming window. Before FFT the window was
zero-padded to 16,384 points to interpolate the FFT resolution from 0.98 to 0.03 Hz. The average band power was
calculated as the integrated area under the absolute power
spectrum in the specific frequency band of interest, divided
by the width (in points) of the specific frequency band. To
estimate the total activity over the scalp, global spectral
power (GSP) was calculated as the root mean square
(RMS) of the power spectral density across all channels
(Jann et al. 2009; Michels et al. 2010). GSP was selected
because it summarizes EEG activity across channels and
represents spectral activity without preselected electrodes,
topographic components, or sources. We additionally performed a correlation analysis between perfusion and
locally-restricted alpha EEG power and central frequency
values in left and right hemispheres (excluding mid-line
electrodes), and the O2 channel. The central frequency was
calculated as:
P
fPð f Þ
CF ¼ P
;
Pð f Þ
according to the method described (Jann et al. 2010; Vural
and Yildiz 2010). EEG-ASL correlations were calculated
for power and central frequency in the delta (1–4 Hz), theta

The perfusion images were quantified using the model
proposed by (Alsop and Detre 1996), with additional terms
included to represent the finite labelling duration (Wang
et al. 2005) and to correct for incomplete recovery of the
magnetisation in the reference image due to the saturation
applied tsat (2,000 ms) before imaging. The perfusion was
calculated according to the following equation (Alsop and
Detre 1996; Järnum et al. 2010):


tsat
ðSctrl  Slbl Þ 1  e Tlg
w
k


f ¼
eTlb ;
TT
Sref
2aTlb 1  e lb
where f is the perfusion (in ml/min/100 ml), Sctrl - Slbl is
the difference image (control-label), and Sref is a protondensity weighted reference image. k is the blood brain
partition coefficient (0.9), a is the inversion efficiency, T1b
is the T1 of blood (1,600 ms), T1g is the T1 of grey matter
(1,200 ms), w is the post-labelling delay (1.5 s), and s is
the labelling duration (1.5 s). The labelling efficiency is
given by the product of the PCASL labelling efficiency
(0.95) and an additional efficiency factor which incorporates the loss of efficiency from the background suppression (0.75). This model assumes that the labelled spins
remain primarily in the microvasculature rather than
exchanging with tissue water, so the T1 of blood is used for
quantification (Wang et al. 2005; Järnum et al. 2010).
A standardised group-specific perfusion template (spatial
resolution: 2 9 2 9 2 mm3) was generated by normalising
the perfusion images for each subject to the SPM EPI template
using SPM 5 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology,
London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), and then
calculating a mean perfusion image from the normalised
perfusion images for each subject. The original (un-registered) perfusion images for each subject were then normalised
to the perfusion template using the FLIRT algorithm in FSL,
(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk) using the correlation ratio as the
cost function (Wastling et al. 2009). The normalised perfusion
images were then smoothed in SPM with a four mm Gaussian
smoothing kernel.
Statistical Analysis
The relationship between perfusion and maximum GSP
was tested for each frequency band separately at the level
of voxel clusters by fitting a multiple linear regression
model onto the perfusion values at each intracerebral
voxel, using the nonparametric permutation-based methods
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Fig. 1 Resting whole-brain perfusion correlations with eyes-closed
EEG power and central frequency. a Correlation analysis of ASL
perfusion versus EEG power in different frequencies covaried for age
and gender. Blue indicates negative correlations and red indicates
positive correlations. The green cross indicates the reference point,
and z-coordinates from this reference point are indicated in first panel,

b same as in ‘‘a’’, but for EEG central frequency. All nonparametric
correlations shown here are significant at a threshold of p \ 0.05
(FWE corrected). The scale bar denotes the range of the standardised
test statistic from the permutation test (given by the coefficient a1
divided by its standard error) with brighter values indicating
increasing significance (Color figure online)

implemented in the Cambridge Brain Analysis (CamBA)
software (Suckling and Bullmore 2004; Chamberlain et al.
2009). Age and gender were included as covariates in the
regression model.

distribution of the signed coefficient a1 (standardised by its
standard error) was derived by pooling the resulting estimates
of a1 over all intracerebral voxels. Spatial clusters of significant voxels were defined and the cluster mass statistic was
tested against the distribution of cluster mass values derived
from the permuted maps. The significance thresholds were
corrected for multiple comparisons by controlling the number
of error clusters per image and the family-wise error rate
(FWE). Results are shown at p \ 0.05 and brighter colours on
the accompanying scale bar (Figs. 1, 2) denote higher significance. To estimate the linear correlation between EEG
parameters and perfusion, we additionally calculated Pearson’s correlations for selected clusters. All correlations are
reported in Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988).

P ¼ a1 EEG powerðfrequencyÞ þ a2 gender þ a3 age
þ e;
where P is the perfusion at a particular voxel, a1 is the
coefficient relating EEG power (or frequency) to perfusion
at a particular voxel, a2 and a3 are the coefficients for the
covariates of gender and age, and e is an error term.
This model was regressed repeatedly at each voxel after
random permutation of the vector of EEG power and frequency values across the group, and a preliminary null
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Fig. 2 Resting whole-brain perfusion correlations with locally restricted
eyes-closed EEG alpha power and central frequency. a Correlation
analysis of ASL perfusion versus EEG-power in different frequencies
covaried for age and gender from left/right hemisphere (excluding midline), and O2. Blue indicates negative correlations and red indicates

positive correlations. The green cross indicates the reference point, and zcoordinates from this reference point are indicated in first panel, b same
as in ‘‘a’’, but for EEG central frequency. All nonparametric correlations
shown here are significant at a threshold of p \ 0.05 (FWE corrected)
(Color figure online)

Results

not prominently enhanced at temporal and frontal electrodes or at the two eye electrodes (Fig. 3).
We observed average power values of: delta (1–4 Hz)
3.2 ± 2.3 lV2/Hz, theta (4–7 Hz) 1.2 ± 1.7 lV2/Hz,
alpha (8–13 Hz) 5.6 ± 10 lV2/Hz, beta (13–30 Hz)
0.4 ± 0.2 lV2/Hz, gamma (30–45 Hz) 0.04 ± 0.03 lV2/
Hz, and central frequencies of: Delta 2.1 ± 0.2 Hz, theta
5.6 ± 0.1 Hz, alpha 10.2 ± 0.4 Hz, beta 19.1 ± 0.6 Hz,
and gamma 36.2 ± 0.5 Hz.

The distribution of the absolute spectral EEG power and
the topographical maps for the different frequency bands
are shown in Fig. 3. Most power was observed in the alpha
band, and the topographical maps reveal that power in all
frequency bands was strong at parieto-occipital electrodes.
Beta and gamma power maps appear uncontaminated by
muscle or eye movement artefacts, as spectral power was
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The analysis of interactions between average EEG
power and pCASL whole-brain perfusion revealed predominantly negative correlations in the delta band and
predominantly positive correlations in theta, alpha, beta,
and gamma bands (Fig. 1). Correlations were observed in
an extensive network of cortical regions, which varied
considerably between frequency bands (see Table 1 for

A

1−4 Hz

4−7 Hz

µV2
1

3

µV2

5

1

8−13 Hz

2

3

13−30 Hz

µV2

µV2
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10

15

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

11

Power [µV2]

9
7

5

3

1
1

4

8

13

30

Frequency [Hz]
Fig. 3 EEG oscillations during eyes-closed rest. a Grand average
topographical plot of EEG power in specific frequency bands (median
across subjects), b power spectral density plot (Welch’s method)
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Talairach coordinates). Delta power showed predominantly
negative correlations in the thalamus and fronto-parietal
regions, and theta power showed primarily positive correlations with perfusion in the inferior frontal and temporal
gyri, as well as inferior parietal and superior frontal
regions. Alpha power was significantly correlated with
perfusion in the posterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus, and
inferior and medial frontal gyri, while beta power showed
positive correlations with perfusion in a widespread network of parietal, frontal, occipital, and temporal regions.
Gamma power exhibited mainly positive correlations with
perfusion in the posterior cingulate, precuneus, media
frontal gyrus and cerebellum.
Delta central frequency was positively correlated with
perfusion in the middle temporal gyrus and inferior parietal
lobule. Central theta frequency showed a strong negative
correlation with perfusion in a widespread network of
cortical regions, which is also seen in the Pearson’s correlations analysis (p \ 0.01, r = -0.79, Supplementary
Figure 1; bottom panel). Beta central frequency was positively correlated with perfusion in the lingual gyrus and
medial frontal gyrus, but negatively correlated with perfusion in the posterior cingulate and medial temporal gyrus.
Central alpha frequency was positively correlated with
perfusion in the inferior frontal gyrus, which was also
evident from the linear correlation analysis (p \ 0.01,
r = 0.63, Supplementary Figure 1; top panel), Central
alpha frequency showed additional positive correlations
with perfusion in insular cortex and inferior parietal
regions. Gamma central frequency demonstrated a negative
coupling to perfusion in the middle and inferior temporal
gyrus, as well as inferior frontal and parietal regions.
The analysis of average (integrated) alpha power and
central frequency for electrode O2 demonstrated a similar
pattern to that observed for the GSP (Fig. 2). Correlations
between perfusion and alpha frequency calculated for the
left and right electrodes separately appeared to be independent of EEG laterality, but the correlations between
alpha power and perfusion revealed some differences
depending on whether alpha power was calculated from the
left or right electrodes or from the GSP (p \ 0.05, Fig. 2).
Specifically, when alpha power was calculated from the
right electrodes only, negative correlations emerged
between alpha power and perfusion in the posterior thalamus and parahippocampal gyrus in conjunction with
positive correlations in the posterior cingulate and medial
frontal and occipital gyri. When alpha power was calculated for the left electrodes only, exclusively positive correlations were seen in inferior and medial frontal and
occipital regions.
Figure 4 shows perfusion maps for a single subject (top
panel) and a group map (bottom panel) derived from the
average perfusion across all subjects. High perfusion can
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Table 1 List of cluster coordinates for brain regions demonstrating significant (p \ 0.05, FWE corrected) EEG-ASL correlations with EEG
power and frequency in the different frequency bands
Region

Hemisphere

Talairach coordinates

Direction

Brodmann

9

Delta power
Gyrus frontalis superior pars medialis

Left

X:-2, Y:55, Z:18

Negative

Middle frontal gyrus

Right

X:36, Y:34, Z:24

Negative

46,9

Superior temporal gyrus

Right

X:50, Y:-50, Z:14

Negative

22

Cerebellum

Right

X:50, Y:-75, Z:27

Negative

X:0, Y:-12, Z:23

Negative

X:22, Y:-8, Z:69
X:2, Y:-76, Z:41

Negative
Negative

6
7,17

Corpus callosum
Gyrus frontalis superior
Precuneus, cuneus

Right
Right

Gyrus occipitotemporalis medialis

Left

X:-20, Y:-93, Z:-7

Negative

18,17

Cingulate gyrus

Left

X:-18, Y:-39, Z:39

Negative

31

Superior temporal gyrus

Left

X:-50, Y:-40, Z:22

Negative

22

Precentral gyrus

Left

X:-51, Y:-1, Z:13

Negative

4,6

Angular gyrus

Left

X:-32, Y:-54, Z:39

Positive

39

Theta power
Gyrus frontalis superior pars medialis

Right

X:16, Y:8, Z:47

Positive

6

Inferior frontal gyrus

Right

X:38, Y:7, Z:31

Positive

44

Inferior temporal gyrus

Right

X:59, Y:-54, Z:-9

Positive

37

Inferior parietal lobule

Left

X:-46, Y:-49, Z:34

Positive

40

Superior frontal gyrus

Right

X:24, Y:19, Z:62

Positive

6

Precuneus

Right

X:20, Y:-63, Z:25

Positive

18

Precentral gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus

Right
Left

X: 40, Y:-2, Z:35
X:-40, Y:13, Z:27

Positive
Positive

6
9
39,40

Alpha power

Inferior parietal lobule, angular gyrus

Left

X:-40, Y:-54, Z:40

Positive

Cingulate gyrus

Left

X:-14, Y:-59, Z:27

Positive

31

Orbital gyri

Right

X:30, Y:-72, Z:31

Negative

19

Inferior frontal gyrus

Right

X:40, Y:-2, Z:33

Negative

9

Middle frontal gyrus

Left

X:-40, Y: 11, Z:34

Negative

9

Inferior parietal lobule, angular gyrus

Left

X:-40, Y:-66, Z:35

Negative

39,40

Beta power
Middle frontal gyrus

Left

X:-38, Y:21, Z:30

Positive

9

Orbital gyri, angular gyrus

Left

X:-34, Y:-76, Z:31

Positive

19

Superior parietal gyrus

Right

X:31.68, Y:-71.24, Z:51.47

Positive

7

Middle frontal gyrus

Right

X:42, Y:-50, Z:-1

Positive

21

Inferior temporal gyrus, middle gyrus

Right

X:48, Y:-17, Z:-18

Positive

20,21

Paracentral lobule

Right

X:6, Y:-26, Z:58

Positive

6

Middle frontal gyrus

8

Right

X:28, Y:37, Z:41

Positive

Gamma power
Cerebellum

Left

X:-13, Y:-84, Z:-28

Positive

Precuneus

Right

X:20, Y:-63, Z:25

Positive

31

Inferior frontal gyrus

Right

X:40, Y:-2, Z:33

Positive

44

Gyrus frontalis superior pars medialis

Right

X:16, Y:8, Z:51

Positive

8

Middle frontal gyrus

Left

X:-28, Y:19, Z:40

Positive

8

Inferior parietal lobule

Left

X:-47, Y:-34, Z:27

Positive

40

Inferior parietal lobule

Left

X:-30, Y:-58, Z:38

Positive

40

Cingulate gyrus

Left

X:-30, Y:-6, Z:42

Negative

24

Cingulate gyrus

Right

X:18, Y:8, Z:46

Negative

32,6

Inferior frontal gyrus

Right

X:40, Y:-2, Z:33

Negative

44
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Table 1 continued
Region

Hemisphere

Talairach coordinates

Direction

Brodmann

Precuneus

Right

X:24, Y:-63, Z:35

Negative

7

Inferior parietal lobule, angular gyrus

Left

X:-42, Y:-57, Z:34

Negative

40,39

Inferior parietal lobule

Left

X:-46, Y:-49, Z:26

Positive

40

Middle temporal gyrus

Right

X:38,Y:-54, Z:16

Positive

39

Middle temporal gyrus

Right

X:30, Y:-72, Z:29

Positive

39

Gyrus occipitotemporalis lateralis

Right

X:36, Y: 34, Z:-13

Negative

11,47

Cingulate gyrus

Left

X:-14, Y:-69, Z:12

Negative

23,29,30

Gyrus occipitotemporalis lateralis

Left

X:-38, Y:44, Z:44

Negative

8

Middle temporal gyrus

Right

X:45, Y:55, Z:4

Negative

21,22

Cerebellum
Inferior frontal gyrus

Left
Right

X:-40, Y:-92, Z:-28
X:51, Y:6, Z:33

Positive
Positive

44

Inferior frontal gyrus

Left

X:-46, Y:9, Z:29

Positive

44
39,40

Central delta frequency

Central theta frequency

Central alpha frequency

Inferior parietal lobule

Left

X:-40, Y:-57, Z:25

Positive

Paracentral lobule

Left

X:-4, Y:-31, Z:49

Positive

4,5

Paracentral lobule

Left

X:-4, Y:-29, Z:51

Positive

5

Inferior frontal gyrus

Right

X:32, Y:17, Z:30

Positive

44

Gyrus frontalis superior

Left

X:-20, Y:20, Z:43

Positive

8

Superior temporal gyrus

Left

X:-46, Y:-46, Z:21

Positive

22

Gyrus occipitotemporalis medialis

Left

X:-6, Y:-78, Z:4

Positive

18

Cerebellum

Left

X:-4, Y:-60, Z:-31

Positive

Central beta frequency

Cuneus

X:0, Y:-93, Z:10

Positive

Gyrus occipitotemporalis lateralis

Right

X:57, Y:-35, Z:-22

Negative

18,17
20,36

Superior temporal gyrus

Left

X:-46, Y:-46, Z:21

Negative

22,42

Cerebellum

Left

Gyrus occipitotemporalis medialis

Left

X:-2, Y:-58, Z:-28
X:-6, Y:-75, Z:6

Negative
Negative

18

Cingulate gyrus

Right

X:18, Y:-57, Z:27

Negative

31

Cingulate gyrus

Right

X:32, Y:17, Z:30

Negative

32

Middle frontal gyrus

Left

X:-24, Y:29, Z:39

Negative

8

Middle temporal gyrus

Left

X:-46, Y:-63, Z:22

Negative

22

Middle temporal gyrus

Left

X:-63, Y:-58, Z:-1

Negative

37

Central gamma frequency

Inferior frontal gyrus

Left

X:-55, Y:1, Z:17

Negative

44

Transverse temporal gyrus

Right

X:36, Y:-34, Z:15

Negative

41

Inferior parietal lobule

Left

X:-36, Y:-54, Z:45

Negative

40

be observed in the precuneus, insular cortex, posterior
cingulate cortex, posterior parietal cortex, cerebellum,
brain stem, and prefrontal cortex, including the anterior
cingulate cortex.

Discussion
In comparison to previous studies which used either the
mean global CBF (Ingvar et al. 1979; Kuschinsky et al.
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1993) or specific regions of interests (Alper et al. 2006),
our analysis provides a detailed voxel-based analysis of the
correlations between average EEG band power, central
frequency, and ASL perfusion (Oakes et al. 2004; Jann
et al. 2010). Additionally, the present study showcases an
approach that permits a global, whole-brain and local (e.g.,
O2 electrode) correlation analysis of EEG and ASL data.
Our main finding was that EEG power correlations with
ASL perfusion vary considerably between frequency
bands, such that delta oscillations demonstrate negative
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correlations between perfusion and EEG power while
middle and higher (alpha, beta, and gamma) frequency
bands demonstrate positive correlations. Interestingly, the
regions demonstrating significant correlations between
perfusion and alpha and gamma power appear to overlap.
Theta central frequency showed strong negative correlations with perfusion in a widespread network of brain
regions, whereas the central frequency in other frequency
bands mainly displayed localised positive correlations with
perfusion.
Although the neurophysiological basis for the relationship between EEG power and perfusion has not yet been
established, the summed excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials which are thought to account for most
of the EEG are the product of modulations of ionic
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conductance that require metabolic energy (Pilgreen 1995).
The first studies examining the link between global CBF
and EEG frequency showed a positive correlation between
metabolism and electrical activity (Ingvar et al. 1976,
1979; Kuschinsky et al. 1993). On a cellular level, both
excitatory and inhibitory signals appear to contribute to an
increase in rCBF, not only in the region producing the
excitatory/inhibitory signals but additionally in the region
receiving them (Mathiesen et al. 1998). Efforts to model
the relationship between cellular spiking and synaptic
activity and the CBF signal contradict the notion than an
excitatory signal is always related to an increase in
metabolism, and conversely that inhibitory signals must
yield a deactivation (Almeida and Stetter 2002). Ensembles
of individual neurons act in synchrony to produce an

Fig. 4 Resting whole-brain perfusion. a Results for a single-subject and, b a group perfusion map generated from the average perfusion across
all subjects
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electric field, such that the postsynaptic neuronal activity
(as opposed to axonal spiking) produces a signal detectable
by EEG measurements (Speckman et al. 1993). In rats, a
strong correlation has been observed in the cerebellar
cortex between the product of field potential amplitude,
stimulus frequency, and CBF (Mathiesen et al. 1998). In
the visual cortex of the monkey, BOLD activation appears
to be more closely linked to the neural activity related to
the input and the local processing in any given area, rather
than the spiking activity commonly thought of as the output
of the area (Logothetis et al. 2001). Therefore, we suggest
that the EEG signal and rCBF measurements might be
based on the same neurophysiologic phenomenon (i.e.,
local postsynaptic activity), which is responsible for the
strong correlation seen between both modalities.
An increase or decrease in measured BOLD fMRI signal
in a local brain region compared to a baseline condition is
usually interpreted as an increase (activation) or decrease
(deactivation) in metabolism and local hemodynamic
response. However, it has been proposed that the baseline
(i.e., resting state) of cerebral metabolism reflects a state
that yields a uniform oxygen extraction fraction throughout
the brain (Gusnard et al. 2001; Raichle et al. 2001) and that
any (de-)activation related to mental tasks or stimuli
merely reflect relative changes from the baseline state.
Recently, it has been shown that measures of electrophysiological (i.e., visual evoked potentials) and hemodynamic (BOLD and ASL) visual activity show the welldescribed steady habituation effect to repetitive stimulation
(i.e., a decrease of amplitude) through the experiment, in
which alternating blocks of contrast-reversing visual
stimuli and blocks of rest (visual fixation) were presented
(Mayhew et al. 2010). Although it is still unclear whether
transient BOLD responses have vascular or a neuronal
origin (Obata et al. 2004; Fox et al. 2005), we would argue
these findings further underline the tight relationship
between electrophysiological and hemodynamic measures
not only during rest but also during stimulation.
EEG Power: ASL Effects
For the local EEG power—ASL correlations, the most
striking finding was the variation in sign and spatial extent
for different frequency bands. In this context, the positive
Correlation between relative perfusion and alpha power
indicate that subjects who have a higher resting alpha
power show higher perfusion in brain regions than subjects
with a lower resting alpha power. Although several
simultaneous EEG-fMRI studies have shown negative
correlations between alpha power and the BOLD signal
during rest (Goldman et al. 2002; Laufs et al. 2003b, 2006;
Moosmann et al. 2003; Feige et al. 2005; Goncalves et al.
2006; De Munck et al. 2007, 2008; Ben-Simon et al. 2008;
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Ritter et al. 2009), these findings may be consistent with
our observation of mostly positive correlations between
alpha power and resting perfusion if higher baseline resting
perfusion is associated with a lower BOLD signal response
during a task. This inverse relationship between baseline
perfusion and the BOLD response has been reported previously (Goldman et al. 2002; Moosmann et al. 2003; Feige
et al. 2005; De Munck et al. 2007; Tyvaert et al. 2008), and
is supported by results from calibrated BOLD fMRI studies
(Uludag et al. 2004; Shulman et al. 2007), but further
simultaneous EEG-ASL-BOLD studies would be necessary
to establish whether the higher perfusion seen in subjects
with high alpha power in this study engenders a higher
task-evoked hemodynamic response or a smaller change
relative to baseline. In contrast to alpha, it has been noted
that gamma-BOLD signal correlations are predominately
positive during rest, visual stimulation and working
memory, as shown by EEG-fMRI and electrophysiological
studies in human adults (Laufs et al. 2003b; Niessing et al.
2005; Nir et al. 2007; Michels et al. 2010). A recent
electrophysiological study in humans found a positive
coupling between gamma LFP and the BOLD signal (Nir
et al. 2007; Logothetis et al. 2001). Interestingly, the
coupling was high (r C 0.62) when the interneuronal-firing-rate was high, indicating that the examined betweenmodality correlations are tightly related to the degree of
interneuronal correlations. Therefore, the observed positive
correlations between gamma band power and whole-brain
perfusion may arise from high interneuronal correlations.
However, since it is not entirely clear what conditions may
create high or low correlations among neurons, and since
variability in interneuronal correlation can be found for
stimulation and rest conditions (Nir et al. 2007), spikegamma or spike-BOLD correlations can be used as an
index for the level of correlated firing-rate modulation in
the cortex. Further research will therefore be necessary to
investigate whether spike-ASL or gamma-ASL correlations
are coupled to interneuronal correlations. The observed
finding of positive beta-ASL and gamma-ASL correlations
is also consistent with a previous FDG-PET study, which
reported an increase in the number of positively correlated
voxels with increasing EEG frequency (Oakes et al. 2004).
A general observation was that the alpha and gamma as
well as theta and beta EEG-ASL correlations appear rather
similar, and thus follow the conventional frequency band
groupings (slow–fast) also evident in EEG-power BOLD
signal coupling findings (Lüchinger et al. 2012). This
overlap may provide evidence for the theory of nested
frequencies recently proposed to underlie working memory
(Lisman 2010). However, it differs from the prominent
cross-frequency theta-gamma coupling observed by others
(Jensen and Colgin 2007), and should be explored in future
intracranial or EEG/MEG source localization studies.
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Local Versus Global EEG Power
Global EEG power, i.e., the total power over the whole
scalp, does not fully capture locally specific brain rhythms
(e.g., visual alpha). Hence, we performed a subsequent
correlation analysis in which we selected the alpha EEG
power values for a single occipital electrode and from right
or left hemispheric scalp electrodes (Fig. 2), since topographical maps (Fig. 3), indicated that EEG power was
enhanced at this electrode not only in alpha but also in
other frequency bands. However, the sign of the correlation
and the overall spatial pattern remained the same or similar
to that seen for the global EEG-ASL correlation analysis
(Fig. 2). Interestingly, resting- and task-related EEG-fMRI
studies have also demonstrated a strong similarity in the
correlation pattern between the BOLD signal and wholescalp (i.e., RMS) EEG power and between the BOLD
signal and spatially-restricted EEG power (Scheeringa
et al. 2009; Michels et al. 2010; Lüchinger et al. 2011). In
the study by Larson et al. (1998) alpha power was quantified in a single measure, as it was derived from all electrode contacts. Thus, we argue that the RMS approach may
reflect locally dominant brain rhythms, such as the parietooccipital (visual) alpha rhythm.
EEG Central Frequency: ASL Effects
Further, we demonstrated that alpha central frequency, a
neurobiological correlate of an individual’s cognitive
resources (Klimesch 1999; Klimesch et al. 1999), was
positively linked to perfusion in various brain regions
which are engaged in task-execution, such as the postcentral and inferior frontal gyrus. Thus we could replicate
the findings from a recent EEG-ASL study (Jann et al.
2010) and from a previous EEG-PET study (Alper et al.
2006), since these studies reported predominantly or
exclusively positive correlations between alpha frequency
and regional perfusion in similar regions. Additionally, we
have shown for the first time that central theta frequency is
negatively correlated to perfusion in a widespread network
of cortical brain regions. The underlying cause of this
correlation is unclear, although the coupling between theta
frequency and perfusion may be sensitive to age, gender,
and IQ effects. Since the participant group consisted of
young healthy adults and age and gender were included as
covariates in the statistical analysis, it seems unlikely that
this result arises purely from to age- or gender-related
perfusion and EEG changes. However, alterations in peak
delta, theta, and alpha frequency (and perfusion) have been
reported in the context of traumatic brain injury (Fedor
et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2012) schizophrenia (Koukkou et al.
2000), and chronic pain (Sarnthein et al. 2006; Bakhtadze
et al. 2012), and related to cognitive or memory
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impairments (Kim et al. 2012) as well as immaturity
(Koukkou et al. 2000). Therefore, the link between theta
central frequency and perfusion may reflect individual
differences in cognitive abilities or IQ or other factors such
as the level of excitability of neuronal networks (Koukkou
et al. 2000), but further investigations including task-related studies will be necessary to elucidate the underlying
cause of this apparent theta central frequency ASL interaction. Recently, it has been shown that gamma peak frequency is negatively correlated to the BOLD signal during
visual stimulation (Muthukumaraswamy et al. 2009). Here
we observed modest but exclusively negative correlations
between central gamma frequency and perfusion in inferior
frontal, temporal, and parietal regions, which may thus
reflect a general association between gamma frequency and
cerebral haemodynamics.
Interaction Between Central Frequency and Power
There is evidence that EEG frequency and power are
interrelated measures (Klimesch 1999), when it comes to
capturing spectral shifts from slower to faster frequencies
occurring with maturation (Lüchinger et al. 2011, 2012),
increasing vigilance or activation within and across frequency bands.(Buzsaki 2006). On the other hand, power in
certain specific frequency bands and regions has also been
related to more specific cognitive functions. For example, it
has been shown recently that visual stimulation leads to an
increase in gamma power and BOLD amplitude. At the
same time, BOLD amplitude (and most likely gamma
power) was inversely related to peak frequency (Muthukumaraswamy et al. 2009). Thus, at least for stimulation
paradigms it can be assumed that high-frequency power
and (central) peak frequency are correlated measures. In
various clinical populations (e.g., chronic pain, Parkinson’s
disease, epilepsy) it is known that power is enhanced
compared to healthy controls while in parallel peak frequency is shifted towards lower alpha and upper theta band
(e.g., Sarnthein et al. 2006), suggesting an inverse relation
between power and frequency. In contrast, in patients with
vascular dementia lower alpha power was linked to a
slowing in alpha frequency (Moretti et al. 2004), suggesting that the coupling between resting power and central
frequency may be disrupted by specific disease processes.
Such inverse relations would predict opposite signs of the
CBF correlation maps with power and central frequency,
respectively. This pattern was indeed observed for delta,
theta and gamma, but the results for alpha and beta are
inconsistent with the assumption of a strong inverse relation. Our correlation results thus indicate that both power
and frequency appear to be associated with perfusion,
although the directional and regional involvement differs
for power and central frequency. This suggests that while
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both EEG power and frequency are most probably linked to
perfusion via fundamental metabolic processes, EEG
power and central frequency provide a complementary
rather than overlapping insight into the link between
baseline EEG oscillations and haemodynamics.

confounded by state-dependent differences between the
(consecutive) EEG and ASL recordings.

Limitations

This study has revealed a coupling between perfusion and
EEG power and central frequency across all frequency
bands, and a variation in the direction and the neuronal
substrate of EEG-ASL coupling for different frequencies.
We conclude that brain haemodynamics are coupled to
brain oscillations at the level of absolute fluctuations in
electromagnetic activity, and that cerebral blood flow is
differentially linked to low and high frequency brain
oscillations.

Nonuniformity in the perfusion images could present a
potential confound for the EEG-ASL effects, as the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of the perfusion data may limit the
sensitivity to EEG correlations in certain brain regions.
However, the PCASL method used in this study offers high
perfusion SNR relative to alternative labelling schemes
(Wu et al. 2007), and the 3D stack of spirals readout does
not suffer from dropout in temporal or orbitofrontal brain
regions, offering improved uniformity relative to EPI (Dai
et al. 2008; Järnum et al. 2010). The perfusion images
therefore demonstrate high SNR and uniformity across the
whole brain (see Fig. 4 for a single subject and group
average perfusion map), so the uniformity of the perfusion
images does not appear to be the limiting factor governing
the sensitivity of the EEG-ASL correlations.
Another potential confound could arise from changes in
brain state between the ASL and EEG measurements, since
the measurements were not performed simultaneously.
However, while both the EEG and local perfusion demonstrate transient state-dependent changes during stimulation or a behavioural task, both the resting perfusion and
baseline EEG power and alpha mean frequency show high
reliability, both within- and between-session. The withinsession reproducibility for grey matter perfusion has been
estimated at 5 % using PCASL during an uncontrolled
resting state, and remain stable even over time intervals of
days or weeks (Wang et al. 2003; Parkes et al. 2004;
O’Gorman et al. 2007).
In a similar manner as for perfusion, the EEG can also
be considered a trait marker, as it is known that absolute
resting alpha power and the shape of the spectral curve
show very low test–retest variability in healthy adults, even
if two consecutive recordings are performed with a gap of
several months (e.g., Näpflin et al. 2007). As pointed out by
several studies, it is advisable to use absolute power (as
used in this study) rather than relative power for analysis
(Pollack 1991; Kondacs and Szabó 1999). In general, retest
reliability of spectral resting EEG band power in adults is
high for all classical EEG frequency bands (Stassen 1980;
Salinsky et al. 1991; Dustman et al. 1999; Kondacs and
Szabó 1999; Poulos et al. 2002; Maltez et al. 2004),
averaging more than 0.8 over several months, and even
exceeding 0.9 over a few minutes (Salinsky et al. 1991).
Thus, it seems unlikely that the correlation results are
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